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ABSTRACT. Heerema has developed a Galois theory for fields L of

characteristic p + 0 in which the Galois subfields K are those for which L/K

is normal, modular and, for some nonnegative integer e, K(LP     )/K is sepa-

rable. The related automorphism groups G are subgroups of a particular group

A of automorphisms on L[x]/xPe+1L[x] where x is an indeterminate over L.

For H C G Galois subgroups of A, we give a necessary and sufficient condition

for H to be G-invariant. An extension of a result of the classical Galois theory

is also given as is a necessary and sufficient condition for every intermediate

field of L/K to be Galois where K is a Galois subfield of L.

Let L be a field of characteristic p 0. In [4], Heerema exhibits an auto-

morphism group invariant field correspondence on L which incorporates both the

Krull infinite Galois theory and the purely inseparable, finite higher derivation

theory [1]. The associated automorphism groups are subgroups of the group A

of all automorphisms / of the local ring L [x] = L [x] /xPe+lL [x] such that /(x)

= x where x is an indeterminate over L, e is a nonnegative integer, xPe+1L[x] is

the ideal in L [x] generated by xPe+1, and x is the coset x + xPe+iL [x].

In this paper we determine further properties concerning this correspondence.

We use the following notation: For G a subgroup of A, GL = {/G G\f(L) C L},

G0 = {/G G\f(a) - a G xL [x] for all a G L}, and LG = {a G L\f(a) = a for

all /G G). For K a subfield of L, GK = {/G G\f(a) = a for all a G K}.

For subgroups H C. G of A which are Galois [4, Definition 3.6, p. 197],

we give a necessary and sufficient condition (Theorem 1) for H to be G-invariant

[4, Definition 3.9, p. 198]. This result extends [4, Corollary 4.4, p. 200]. We

then give a natural extension of a result of the classical Galois theory (Theorem

2), namely that if H is G-invariant and H0 = G0, then the quotient group G/H is

isomorphic to GH where GH is the group of all automorphisms of LH[x] which

are the identity on LG [x].

For K a subfield of L such that L/K is algebraic, we say that L/K splits and

write L - S ®K / if and only if L is the field composite of S and / over K where
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S is the maximal separable intermediate field of L/K and / is the maximal purely

inseparable intermediate field of L/K. For K Galois ([4, Definition 3.7, p. 197],

[4, Theorem 3.1, p. 196]), we give some necessary and sufficient conditions for

every Galois intermediate field of L/K to split over K (Theorem 3). This result is

then applied to the invariance of H0 in GL where H C G are Galois subgroups of

A (Corollary to Theorem 3).

For a purely inseparable field extension J/K, we give a necessary and suf-

ficient condition for J/F to have a modular base for every intermediate field F

(Theorem 4). This result describes a necessary and sufficient condition for every

intermediate field of L/K to be Galois where A' is a Galois subfield of L

(Proposition 4).

For K a subfield of L such that L/K is algebraic and L/K splits, say L =

S ®£ /, the splitting is called nontrivial when SDK and JDK where D denotes

strict inclusion. If F is an intermediate field of L/K, we use the notation SF to

denote the field composite of S and F over S n F. We often use the fact that a

subfield K of L is Galois if and only if L = S ®K J where S/K is normal and J/K

is modular with exponent <e + 1 [4, Theorem 3.1, p. 196]. Definitions of mod-

lar and modular base can be found in [9, p. 401] or [8, Definition 1.57, p. 53;

Definition 1.21, p. 14]. If J/K is a purely inseparable field extension of bounded

exponent, then J/K is modular if and only if J/K has a modular base ([9, Theorem

1, p. 403] or [8, Proposition 1.56, p. 50]).

1. Group invariance. Let tf denote the group of all rank pe higher deriva-

tions on L where the group operation on H is defined in [4, p. 194]. We let A

denote the isomorphism of H onto A0 defined in [4, Proposition 2.1, p. 194].

For K a subfield of L, HK = {d £ fi|df(a) = 0, / = 1,... , pe, for all a £ A'}

where we use the notation d — {d0, dx.dpe} for d E H.

Theorem 1. Let H CG be Galois subgroups of A and let S denote the

maximal separable intermediate field of L/L°. Then H is G-invariant if and only

if either LH CS and HL is GL-invariant, or LH D S, LH/LG splits, and H0 is

GQ-invariant.

Our proof of Theorem 1 uses the fact that there does not exist a purely

inseparable modular field extension J/K of bounded exponent with an intermediate

field F such that JD FD K, J/F is modular, and for every modular base M of

J/K every m E M has the same exponent over F that it has over K. The following

lemmas show that such a field extension does not exist. However we note in the

following example that such a field extension exists if we drop the requirement

that J/F be modular.

Example 1. Let K = P(x, y, z), J = K(zp~2 ,zp~2xp~1 + yP~2), and F =
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K(yP~*) where P is a perfect field of characteristic p    0 and x, y, z are algebra-

ically independent indeterminates over P. Then for every modular base M of

J/K every m G M has the same exponent over F that it has over K. Let {m1,m2}

be a modular base J/K. Then both m, and w2 have exponent 2 over AT. Suppose

that m2 has exponent 1 over F. Then F = KQn^). Thus {/tj, , m2} is a modular

base of J/F contrary to the fact that J/F is not modular.

Lemma 1. Let J/K be a field extension and F an intermediate field of

J/K. If J/K and J/F are modular, then J/K(F n Jp1) is modular for j = 0,1,_

Proof.  Let / be a fixed nonnegative integer. Suppose i is an integer such

that i > j. Then F njp' = F Wp' DJp' C K(F n Jp') HJp'CFnjp

Thus AT(F n /p') njP'=Fnjp'. Since also F D ä:(F n Jp') and J/F is mod-

ular, K(F D Jp7) and Jp' are linearly disjoint over F C\Jpl. Now suppose / < /.

That K(F n /p7') and Jp1 are linearly disjoint over (K n /P'XF n /p7') follows

from the following diagram, the modularity of J/K, and [5, Lemma, p. 162].

Lemma 2. Let J/K be a purely inseparable field extension with bounded

exponent n and let F* be an intermediate field of J/K such that F*/K has ex-

ponent < 1. If J/K and J/F* are modular and if for every modular base M of

J/K every m GM has the same exponent over F* that it has over K, then F* -

Proof. Since F*/ä: has exponent < 1, f* n Jp' c KQCp'1 n Jp') for i =

0. 1....,n. There does not exist a G F* n Jp' - K(Kp_1 n Jp'+ j) (set dif-

ference) else aP~' G Kp~'~1 CiJ- Kp~'(Kp~'~1 D Jp) so aP~' G Kp~'~1 nj-

(Kp~' n J%Kp~'~1 n /p). Thus a?"' is in a modular base of J/K [8, Proposition

1.55 (c), p. 49] and has exponent i + 1 over K and exponent / over f*, contrary

to the hypothesis. Hence f* n     c ä:(A:p-1 n /p,+ !), i = 0, 1,. . . , n.

Since J/K is modular, K and f* n /p' are linearly disjoint over K fi Jp1, i = 0,

1.Also since J/F* is modular, f* and K(Jp'+ 1) are linearly disjoint over

K(F* n Jp'+ !), / = 0, 1,. . . , by [8, Lemma 1.60 (a), p. 55]. We have just

seen that F* n Jp' C AT£p-1 n /p'+ j) C /T(/p'+ x) so AT(f* O /pf) C

K(Jp'+1), i = 0,1.ti Since a:(f* n /p'+ !) C ü:(F* n /p') C A-(/p'+ J), we

have that K(F* n Jp') = AT(f* n /p'+ ') for i = 0,1.«. Thus f* =

(Knjp'XFHJP1)
Knjf'

Q.E.D.

a:.
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K(F* n jp) = • • • = K(F* n Jp") c K so     = K. Q.E.D.

Lemma 3. Zef j/K be a purely inseparable field extension of bounded

exponent n and let F be an intermediate field of j/K. If j/K and j/F are modular

and if for every modular base M of j/K every m EM has the same exponent over

F that it has over K, then F = K.

Proof. Suppose FD K. Clearly every modular base of j/K has the same

property concerning exponents over any intermediate field of F/K. Since F =

K(F fi Jp°) £ K and K(F n Jp") C K, there exists a nonnegative integer i such

that K(F n Jp') <£ £ and K(F n jpi+ ^CK. Set F* = K(F n Jp1). Then F*/K

has exponent 1 and j/F* is modular by Lemma 1. By Lemma 2,F* = K which

contradicts the assumption that FDK. Thus F = K. Q.E.D.

We also make use of the following lemma in the proof of Theorem 1.

Lemma 4. Suppose F/K is an algebraic field extension such that F = S®kj

where S is the maximal separable intermediate field and j is the maximal purely

inseparable intermediate field. Then the following conditions are equivalent:

(1) F/K is modular.

(2) F/S is modular.

(3) j/K is modular.

Proof. We first show that    n Fp'XSp') = S n Fp1, i = 1,2.We

have

Knfp' = (K ®Kpi l) n (//>< ®^pf sp1) = (Kn jp1) ®Kpt i=Kn jp1,

snpp' = (K ®kpi sp1) n (jp* ®Kpi spi)

= (Kn jp1) ® , sp1 = (Kn jp'xsp'y
iL r

Thus (K n Fp')(Sp') = (Kn Jp1)(Sp') = S n Fp', i - 1,2.That (1) and (2)

are equivalent is now apparent from the following diagram and [5, Lemma, p. 162].

That (1) and (3) are equivalent follows from [8, Lemma 1.61(c), p. 56]. Q.E.D.

Proof of Theorem 1. If L/lF is either separable or purely inseparable,

K(Fpi)
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then the theorem is trivially true. Hence suppose L/LG is inseparable but not

purely inseparable. Let J denote the maximal purely inseparable intermediate

field of L/LG. Assume H is G-invariant. Then LH/LG is normal by [4, Corollary

4.4, p. 200] so LH/LG splits. Also HQ is G0-invariant and HL is GL-invariant.

Suppose LH £ S and LH J> S. Since LH <tS,LH n / D LG. Since H is Galois,

LHJ is modular over LH by [4, Theorem 3.1, p. 196]. Thus J/(LH n J) is mod-

ular by Lemma 4. By Lemma 3, there exists a modular base Af of J/LG and an

element m of Af such that m has exponent n over LG and exponent / over LH n

/ with n > t. There exists a subset A' of LG such that X U Af is a p-base of /.

Since L/J is separable algebraic, X U Af is a p-base of Z. Set B = X U Af and

C = {bP*\b E B and / is the exponent of & over LG}. By [8, Proposition 1.22,

p. 14], C is a p-base of IG. Since LH J> S, S D LH Ci S. Let s E S - LH n S.

Let <7 be an integer such that pe~" <q < pe~n+1. Then there exists d =

{d0, dv ..., <z*pe} e ff such that dfrri) — 0, / = 1.q - 1,        = s, and

c?,.(/3) = 0 (/ = 1,. .., pe) for all ft € B - {m}. For all c E C - {mPn}, dfc) =

0 for / = 1.pe. Now dfcnPn) = (dj(m))pn if i = jp" for some / and rf,(mP")

= 0 otherwise by [10, p. 436]. Consider those / such that / = jp". Then 1 </

< pe~" < q whence dfinp") = 0. Thus dEHL°. Since s £ LH, there exists

A, e#L such that Af(s) = s ES with s' * s. Now pe_n+r <qp* <pe-"+t+1

< pe so dqpt is defined. Also mPf ELH C\J, mPt £ Z,G, and dqpt(mPt) =

(^(w))?' = sp*. For any integer / such that 1 < i < qp*, we have that diQnP*)

= (dfm))Pt if i = jp* for some / and dfcnP*) = 0 otherwise. For those / such that

1 = IP*, jP* < qp* so / < q. Thus dfanP*) = 0 when 1 < / < qp*. We now obtain

a contradiction by showing that H is not G-invariant. Thus either LH C 5 or

LH D S. We show that H is not G-invariant by showing that «^„(/np') g0(mPf)

where j/0 = A(cf). In the following we use the fact that Aj is the identity on /.

Now

Clearly Aj£0(mP') # Jj0(/wPf) since {1,3c,... , xTe} is linearly independent over

L and sPf sV.

Conversely, supposeLH CS and//^ is GL-invariant. LetgEG and hEH.

Then,by [4,Proposition 2.4,p. 195] ,g = glg0 and« = hlh0 for uniquegt EGL,

^0GG0,A1 EHL,h0EH0. LetsELH. Since ̂ (s) £5, /j^/ViC») ES, andg0, h0

are identities on S, it follows easily that g~1hg(s) = s. Thus g~lhg E H so //* is
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G-invariant. Now suppose LH D S, LH/L° splits, and H0 is G0-invariant. Since

LH D S, we have that HL consists only of the identity map. Since LH/LG splits,

we have that HQ is GL-invariant by [4, Theorem 4.2, p. 199]. Thus if g = £jg0

EG and h = h0 EH = H0 where g{ E GL and g0 E G0, we have g~*hg =

Söln'rßo fof some h'o e ^o- Thus 8~XhS e HQ = H since H0 is G0-invariant.

Hence H is G-invariant. Q.E.D.

2. Quotient groups. Let H C G be Galois subgroups of A. Let GH denote

the group of all automorphisms^ foiLH[x] = LH[x]lxPe+1LH[x] such that

gH(x) = x and gH is the identity on LG. If H is G-invariant, then /z*0 = G0 or

H0 = Hby Theorem 1. In this section, S denotes the maximal separable inter-

mediate field of L/LG and / denotes the maximal purely inseparable intermediate

field of L/LG.

Theorem 2. Let HEG be Galois subgroups of A. If H is G-invariant

and H0 = G0, then G/H =s GH.

Proof.  Define the mapping $ on G by, for all g E G, $(g) is the restric-

tion of g to LH[x]. Since H is G-invariant and H0 = G0, LG CLH C S and,

LH/LG is normal. Let g = gxg0 E G where gx EGl,gQ EG0. Since LH C S, g0

is the identity on LH[x]. Since l"/!0 is normal, g^L11) = LH. Thus g(LH) = LH

so g(LH [x]) = LH [x]. Hence <I> maps G into GH and it follows easily that * is a

homomorphism. Let gHEGH. Since LH C S, gH{LH) = LH'. Since LH/LG is nor-

mal, the restriction of gH to LH can be extended to an automorphism of S. This ex-

tension can be extended to an element gfj of G by requiring it to be the identity

on J[x]. Thus for all gH E GH, gfj E G and = gH. Hence <f> maps G onto

GH. Since every element of H is the identity on LH [x], H C Ker Since H is

Galois, H = {/G y4|/(a) = a for all a E LH}. Thus since every fE Ker * is the

identity on LH,fEH so Ker * C H. Therefore H = Ker $ whence G/7/ as Gw.

Q.E.D.
The following example shows that if H C G are Galois subgroups of A such

that H is G-invariant, then it is not necessarily the case that LH \x\ = {q(x) E

LH[x] \h(q(x)) = q(x) for all h E H) even though LH = {a G L|fc(a) = a for all

A £//"}.

Example 2. Let Z, = P(u, u) and Ä' = P(up, xf) where P is a perfect field

of characteristic p^O and u, u are algebraically independent indeterminates over

P. Let H be the group of all rank pe higher derivations on L with e = 0. Set

G = A(ffK) and //" = A(HJC(u)). Let d = {d0, dx] E HK(u) and set h = A(d).

Then ä(« + jci>) = u + xd,(u) + xv + Pdt(u) = u + xv. However u + xv $

LH[x] = ATk)[jc]. This example also shows that HlH can be HlG-invariant

without LH being invariant under every dEHL°- Let d = {dQ, dt} E HL° be
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such that dt{u) = v. Then L   is not invariant under d. However for all d =

{d0, dx}E       and for all d' = {d'0, d\} E H^H, d~ld'd = {d'0, -d\] E HL"

so HL" is tfiG-invariant.

In view of Example 2 and [2, Corollary 3.6], the existence of a theorem

corresponding to Theorem 2 for the case H0 = H is unlikely. However we do

have the following partial results.

Proposition 1. Let H c G be Galois subgroups ofA. If H is G-invariant

and H0 = H, then GL =* (Gh)lH.

Proof. Define the mapping $ on GL by, for all gj E GL,        is the

restriction of gt to LH[x]. For gi EGL, gx is the identity on / and gx(S) = S.

Thus g X(LH [x]) = LH[x]. Hence it is clear that $ is a homomorphism of GL

into (Gh)lH. Let gH E (GH)Lfj. Then gH is the identity on LH n / since LH =

S ®lg (£h o J). Now gH has a unique extension gfj to an element of GL,

namely gfc is the identity on J[x]. The existence of the extension implies 4>

maps GL onto (Gh)lh while the unicity of the extension implies that * is one-

one. Q.E.D.

Let G' = {gE G\g(LH[x\) = LH[x]} where HE Gait Galois subgroups

of A. Then G' is a subgroup of G and H C G'.

Proposition 2. Let H EG be Galois subgroups of A such that H is G-

invariant and H0 = H. If L - LH ®s f for some intermediate field f of L/S

such that LH/S and J'/S are modular, then G'/H ss GH.

Proof. Define the mapping $ on G' by for all g E G', $(g') is the restric-

tion of g' to LH [x]. Since L = LH ®sf with LH/S and J'/S modular, every

element in GH has an extension to an element of G' by [2, Theorem 3.4]. The

remainder of the proof follows in an entirely similar manner to that of Theorem

2. Q.ED.

3. Splitting. An exceptional field extension is one which is inseparable but

has no elements (except those in the base field) which are purely inseparable over

the base field ([3], [7]). A reliable field extension is one which is generated by

every relative p-base [7].

We let S denote the maximal separable intermediate field and J the maximal

purely inseparable intermediate field of the field extension F/K in the following

lemma.

Lemma 5. Let F/K be an inseparable but not purely inseparable algebraic

field extension such that F = S ®K J where J/K has a modular base. Then there

exists an intermediate field of F/K over which F is modular and which is an ex-

ceptional and reliable extension ofK if and only if (Kp~l d J)jK is not simple.
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Proof. If such an intermediate field exists, then (KP~ n J)/K is not

simple by [7, Theorem 4, p. 46]. Conversely, suppose (A?-1 n J)/K is not

simple. Then J/K is not simple. Let M be a modular base of J/K and let u, v

be distinct elements of M. Let n, t denote the exponents of u, v over K, respec-

tively. Suppose n > t. Let s G S - K. Set £ = K^sup"'1 + u). Now sG/7,

E/K(s) is simple, and K(s) is the maximal separable intermediate field of E/K.

Either En JDK or Enj = K. U E D J D K, then A^p'"1!/?"-1 + up,_1)/A:

splits as can be seen by a simple degree argument. However this is impossible

since, by [7, Theorem 4, p. 47], KisP^uP"'1 + up'_1)/A: is exceptional. Thus

E DJ = K so E/Af is exceptional. A similar argument shows that E does not split

nontrivially over any intermediate field of K(s)/K. Hence by the comments pre-

ceding [7, Theorem 1, p. 44], E does not split nontrivially over any intermediate

field. Thus E/K is reliable by [7, Theorem 1, p. 44]. Since u G E(u), M - {v} is

a modular base of JE/E. Since also F = SE ®E JE, F/E is modular. Q.E.D.

Theorem 3. Suppose K is a Galois subfield of L. Then the following

conditions are equivalent.

(1) Every Galois intermediate field ofL/K splits over K.

(2) Every intermediate field of L/K splits over K.

(3) Every intermediate field of L/K is Galois and splits over K.

(4) Every intermediate field of L/K is Galois, splits over K, and is modular

over K.

(5) L/S is simple where S is the maximal separable intermediate field of L/K.

Proof. That (4) implies (3), (3) implies (2), and (2) implies (1) is immedi-

ate.

(5) implies (4): Let F be an intermediate field of L/K. Since AT is a Galois

subfield of L, L/K splits. Thus L/F splits, i.e., L=SF®F JF where / is the

maximal purely inseparable intermediate field of L/K. Since L/S is simple, JF/F

is simple whence modular. Since also SF/F is normal, F is Galois. If F is an

intermediate field of S/K or J/K, then F/K splits trivially. Suppose F/K is insep-

arable but not purely inseparable. Since L/S is simple, J/K is simple. Hence

(A"p_1 n J)/K is simple. Thus F/K is not exceptional by [3, Theorem 6, p. 546].

Let / be the maximal purely inseparable intermediate field of F/K. Either F/K

splits or F/f is exceptional. However F/f is not exceptional or else L/f contains

exceptional extensions of / which is impossible since (7'p-1 C\J)IJ' is simple.

Thus F/K splits. Since L/S is simple, J'/K is simple whence F/K is modular.

(1) implies (5): Since L/K splits, L splits over every intermediate field. Thus

any intermediate field over which L is modular is Galois. Thus by (1) every

intermediate field over which L is modular splits over K. Hence (ATp-1 n J)jK is
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simple by Lemma 5. Since K is Galois, J/K is modular. Thus J/K whence L/S is

simple. Q.E.D.

Corollary. Suppose G is a Galois subgroup of A. Then L/S is simple

where S is the maximal separable intermediate field ofL/LG if and only if for

every subgroup Hof G which is Galois, H0 is GL-invariant.

Proof. Suppose L/S is simple. Then LH/LG splits by Theorem 3. Hence

by [4, Theorem 4.2, p. 199], H0 is GL-invariant. Conversely, suppose H0 is

GL-invariant for every subgroup of G which is Galois. Then by [4, Theorem 4.2,

p. 199], LH/LG splits for every subgroup H of G which is Galois. Let F be any

Galois intermediate field of L/LG. Then AF is a Galois subgroup of G and LaF

- F. Hence F/K splits. Thus L/S is simple by Theorem 3. Q.ED.

4. Galois subfields. Let J/K be a purely inseparable field extension. If J/K

has a modular base, then J/K is modular [8, Proposition 1.23, p. 16].

Proposition 3. Suppose J/K is a purely inseparable field extension. Then

every intermediate field of J/K has a modular base over K if and only if Jp c K,

or J/K is simple, or J/K has a modular base consisting of two elements.

Proof. Suppose every intermediate field of J/K has a modular base over K.

Suppose J/K does not have exponent 1 or J/K is not simple. Then if M is a

modular base of J/K, M consists of at least two elements one of which has expon-

ent >2 over K, say mx. Suppose M has two other elements, say m2,m3, with

exponents n, t over A', respectively. Then K(mx, wijWg"-1 + m§*-1) is an inter-

mediate field of J/K which does not have a modular base over K, a contradiction.

Thus M consists of exactly two elements. The converse follows by [8, Proposition

2.5, p. 76]. Q.E.D.

Lemma 6. Suppose J/K is a purely inseparable field extension.

(1) If [K : Kp] = p2, then J/K is modular.

(2) If J/K has a modular base and J/F is modular for every intermediate

field F, then J/K has a bounded exponent.

Proof. (1) Clearly Kp~'/K has a modular base consisting of two elements,

/ = 1, 2.By Proposition 3, (Kp~* n J)/K has a modular base, 1=1,2,....

By [6, Lemma 2, p. 336] ,/=U/Li(Kp~'n-0 is modular over K.

(2) Suppose J/K does not have bounded exponent. Let M be a modular

base of J/K. There exists m^M such that mt has exponent et over K with e( <

el+1,i =0,1,_Set F = KQtfYjnP2, m\?, -mpmQ + mty where Af =

M - {ffij, m2}. Then / = F(m,, m2). Now e2 > et > 2 so m, and m2 have

exponent 2 over F while m2 has exponent 1 over FXmj). Since m0,m^ ,
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-mpm0 + mp2 are p-independent in F, it follows that J/F is not modular ([5,

Exercise 6, p. 196] or [8, Example 1.59, p. 55]), a contradiction. Thus J/K has

bounded exponent. Q.E.D.

Theorem 4. Suppose J/K is a purely inseparable field extension. Then

J/F has a modular base for every intermediate field F if and only if (1)  Jp C K,

or (2) J/K is simple, or (3)   [K : Kp] <p2 and J/K has bounded exponent, or

(4) J/K has a modular base in which no more than one element has exponent

>2 overK.

Proof. Suppose J/F has a modular base for every intermediate field F.

Suppose further that (1), (2), and (3) do not hold. By (2) of Lemma 6, J/K has

a bounded exponent. Since (3) does not hold, [K : Kp] > p2. Let Af be a

modular base of J/K. Since (1) does not hold, there exists mx CM such that mt

has exponent > 2 over K. Since (2) does not hold, Af has at least two elements.

Suppose there exists m2CM such that m2i:ml and m2 has exponent >2 over

K. Since [K: Kp] > p2 and Af is a modular base of J/K, there exists m0EJ

such that m0, mp2, -m^m0 + mp2 are p-independent in F where F =

K(M)(mf, mtf, -mpm0 + mp2) and Af" = Af - {m,, m2}. Now as in the proof

of (2) of Lemma 6, J/F is not modular, a contradiction. Thus mx is the only

element of Af with exponent > 2 over K.

The converse is immediate if either (1) or (2) holds. Suppose (3) holds.

Let F be an intermediate field of J/K. Now [F: Fp] <p2. Thus J/F is modular

by (1) of Lemma 6. Since also J/F has bounded exponent, J/F has a modular

base. Suppose (4) holds. Let F be an intermediate field of J/K. If Jp C F,

then J/F has a modular base. Suppose Jp <t K. Let Af be a modular base of J/K.

Then Af contains a relative p-base of J/F, say Af*. Since M1 is a minimal generating

set of J/F and Jp £F, M1 contains an element m of exponent >2 over F. By (4)

and the fact that Af C Af, (Af" - {m}f CKCF. Thus Af" is a modular base of

J/F. Q.E.D.
Condition (4) of Theorem 4 is equivalent to the existence of a finite iterative

higher derivation on / with a field of constants K [10, Theorem 2, p. 439].

Corollary. Suppose J/K is a purely inseparable field extension. Then

J/F has a modular base and F/K has a modular base for every intermediate field

Fif and only if (1) Jp CK, or (2) J/K is simple, or (3) [K : Kp] <p2andJ/K

has bounded exponent, or (4) J/K has a modular base consisting of two elements

with no more than one element having exponent > 2 over K.

Proof. Immediate from Proposition 3 and Theorem 4. Q.E.D.

Proposition 4. Suppose K is a Galois subfield of L. Then every inter-

mediate field of L/K is Galois if and only if L is modular over every intermediate
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field of L/S where S is the maximal separable intermediate field ofL/K.

Proof. Suppose every intermediate field of L/K is Galois. Let F be an

intermediate field of L/S. Then F is Galois so L/F is modular. Conversely, sup-

pose L is modular over every intermediate field of L/S. Let F be an intermediate

field of L/K. Since L/K splits, L/F splits, i.e., L=SF®P JF where / is the

maximal purely inseparable intermediate field of L/K. Now L/SF is modular so

FJ/F is modular by the equivalence of (2) and (3) of Lemma 4. Since S/K is

normal, SF/F is normal. Thus F is Galois. Q.EJJ.
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